Below is a summary of directory updates published on July 17, 2023

**Directory of Fire Standards Compliant Manufacturers**
- The PM Japan Tobacco International re-certified the following:
  - LD by L. Ducat: 10 brand varieties
- The PM Premier Manufacturing re-certified the following:
  - 1st Class: 8 brand varieties
  - Traffic: 8 brand varieties
- The PM Vector Tobacco re-certified the following:
  - Eagle 20’s: 11 brand varieties
  - USA: 9 brand varieties
- The NPM Native Trading Associates certified the following:
  - Mohawk: 10 new brand varieties
    - *Note: Mohawk is not on the Directory of Non-Participating Manufacturers, therefore, all brand varieties are illegal to sell in Kansas.*
- The NPM Ohserase Manufacturing re-certified the following:
  - Signal: 16 brand varieties
- The NPM Xcaliber International re-certified the following:
  - Exeter: 11 brand varieties
    - *Note: Xcaliber does not wish to have Exeter sold in Kansas.*
- The NPM Xcaliber International had the following removed for failing to renew:
  - Exeter: 8 brand varieties
    - Blue 100s Filter Soft Pack
    - Gold 100s and King Size Filter Soft Pack
    - Menthol 100s Filter Soft Pack
    - Menthol Gold 100s Filter Soft Pack
    - Non-Filter King Size Soft Pack
    - Red 100s and King Size Filter Soft Pack

**Directory of Compliant Participating Manufacturers**

**Directory of Compliant Non-Participating Manufacturers**
- Last updated on May 3, 2022.
Master Directory

- Updated to reflect the aforementioned changes.
- NOTE: the new Master Directory provides the last four numbers of the UPC for each variety. Please note this is for reference in differentiating varieties and does not take into consideration UPCs for promotional packs, which might be different. UPCs for cartons will also be different from the pack numbers.

*** Important Notice Regarding the Sale of Cigarettes ***
Please be advised that all cigarettes sold or offered for sale in Kansas must comply with both the Fire Safety Standard and Firefighter Protection Act, K.S.A. 31-601 et seq., and the Requirements for Sale of Cigarettes Act, K.S.A. 50-6a01 et seq. Accordingly, the Directory of Fire Standards Compliant Manufacturers must be read in conjunction with the Directory of Compliant Non-Participating Manufacturers and the Directory of Compliant Participating Manufacturers in order to determine which cigarettes are legal for sale in Kansas.